INTRODUCTION

A revolutionary approach to vocabulary building that gives readers the building blocks they need to learn 2,500-plus words without boring memorization or drills

Unlike vocabulary guides or flashcards that require rote memorization or boring drills, Practice Makes Perfect: French Vocabulary Building with Suffixes and Prefixes utilizes French suffixes and prefixes to give readers all the tools they need to build a rich French vocabulary--without an over-reliance on using a dictionary. Readers are able to harness the power of these word parts to build their vocabulary exponentially.

- More than 3,000 essential French nouns, adjectives, and verbs
- Practice exercises that reinforce new vocabulary terms
- FREE practice app that features selected terms from the book--perfect for study on-the-go

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Eliane Kurbegov is a native speaker who has taught French at secondary and higher-education
levels for the past thirty years and is the author of *Practice Makes Perfect: French Vocabulary*. 
INTRODUCTION

A revolutionary approach to vocabulary building that gives readers the building blocks they need to learn 4,000 words without boring memorization or drills

Unlike vocabulary guides or flashcards that require rote memorization or boring drills, Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish Vocabulary Building with Suffixes utilizes Spanish suffixes to give readers all the tools they need to build a rich Spanish vocabulary--without an over-reliance on using a dictionary. Readers are able to harness the power of these word parts to build their vocabulary exponentially.

- 4,000 essential Spanish nouns, adjectives, and verbs
- Practice exercises that reinforce new vocabulary terms
- FREE practice app that features selected terms from the book--perfect for study on-the-go

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dorothy Richmond is an experienced teacher of Spanish and highly successful author of Spanish
language-learning books including the bestselling *Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish Verb Tenses* and *Practice Makes Perfect: Basic Spanish* (McGraw-Hill). Dorothy Richmond's previous titles have sold more than 750,000 copies.
INTRODUCTION

From the bestselling Practice Makes Perfect series, this workbook-style reader helps beginning Spanish students build their reading comprehension and vocabulary skills.

With Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish Reading and Comprehension readers build their Spanish reading comprehension skills and vocabulary through engaging contemporary readings in Spanish that focus on the life and culture in Spanish-speaking countries. Each reading begins with pre-reading questions that prepare the reader for the upcoming text. Follow-up vocabulary and comprehension questions give the reader valuable practice and reinforce new skills. Notes on the culture of the Spanish-speaking world bring the language to life.

- Hundreds of exercises help readers build comprehension skills
- Readers build a rich Spanish vocabulary with 100s of new words
- Fascinating readings about the life and culture of Spanish-speaking countries

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Myrna Rochester, PhD, has taught at UCLA and Stanford University. She is the author of Easy French Step-by-Step.

Deana Smalley, PhD, had taught at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Santa Clara University, and Stanford University. She is the coauthor of Cinema for Spanish Conversation.
INTRODUCTION

For the millions of English language learners, an engaging workbook of fun and effective ESL activities to build an advanced vocabulary

In Practice Makes Perfect: Advanced English Vocabulary Games, Chris Gunn, Lanternfish ESL founder/leader and ESL instructor, offers hundreds of games and puzzles (crosswords, word paths, and more) aimed at engaging the English language learner with fun but effective activities geared to the advanced ability level. These games can all easily be adapted for a classroom setting, but are designed for the independent self-study learner (high school, college, adult). Answer keys are provided.

- Authored by a specialist in ESL-learning issues whose popular ESL website focuses on games and activities
- Organized thematically (for easier vocabulary retention) and in increasing difficulty
- Easy for instructors and tutors to use as worksheets
- More than one million Practice Makes Perfect books sold
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Chris Gunn, an ESL instructor for two decades, is the owner and chief writer for Lanternfish ESL, a website bringing printable, quality ESL resources to teachers and parents. He currently teaches at Inha University in South Korea, where he developed the program for Academic and Professional Communication. He has also taught in the Inha TESOL program and developed courses in classroom communication for pre-service secondary school English teachers.